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The face reconstruction of a malformed skull: Our experiences and interpretations
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There are numerous facial reconstruction techniques used in anthropologic sciences as well as in reconstructive surgery. 
Posthumous facial reconstruction assists in composing image of an individual´s appearance, where the individual proportions 

of the face are given by the skeletal landmarks, position of the eyes, size of the nose, and the approximate size and shape of the 
mouth. The high resolution 3D CT examination (approximate voxel size: 0.125x0.125x0.300 mm) is recognized as a tool to 
determine the extent of insertion areas of the facial muscles as well as osteofibrous bone-skin ligaments. 

It is believed that modern reconstruction method, based on Neave´s examinations combined with traditional Gerasimov´s 
technique (in full respect to spatial arrangement of the subcutaneous musculoaponeurotic system - SMAS) are very useful to 
create the ´au naturel´ facial relief, even if the skull is malformed. 

On irregular terrain of the traumatically malformed and asymmetric facial skeleton, the detailed map of the muscular and 
ligamentous insertions gave an important background to estimate the thickness of the soft tissue layer. Through our report, we 
have tried to create an optimal set of the morphological techniques characteristic for face type in our case studies.
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